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ABSTRACT

Natural draft towers can be used for cooling
and ventilatingstructures. From an operational
perspective,the downdraft evaporatively cooled
tower is preferred for a dry climate. Solar
chimneys, when used alone, tend to require an
excessively large solar collector area when
appreciable quantities of air must be moved.
When used m combination with a downdraft
tower, the roof and attic of buildings may
assistthe solar chimney and their use becomes
more attractive. Both a frame building and a

greenhouse were successfullycooled during this
program. The economms of the downdraft
tower compare favorably with conventional
evaporative coolingforsome applications.

i INTRODUCTION

Natural draft t_)wel-soperate with the density differencebetween the tower

and the outside air. If the density of the air in the tower is less than the

ambient air, it will ris(_.;ii"higher',it will fall. The rate at which air moves

through the tower depends on the magnitude of the density difference,the

height oi' the tower, the resistance to airflow provided by the tower and

associated structure,and wind forces on the tower-structureenvelope. In the

solar chimney, the density differenceiscaused by the heating of air by the sun,

although this may be supplemented by other heat sources within the structure.

. In the downdraft chimney, the density diflhrence is provided by the cooling

effect of the evaporation oi' water. These towers are often compared with

Middle Eastern wind towers, or "baud-geers", described in detail by Bahadori

(1978, 1979, 1981, & 1985) and Karakatasanis, et al. (1986). However, the wind

towers are primarily wind catchers or scoops, whereas the natural draft towers

depend on buoyancy ibrces.

Work on this system dates back to 1976, when, during a review oi' passive

building designs which used a solar chimney to draw air through an evaporative

cooling device (without fans_, we noted that it would be far more efficient to
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place the evaporative cooling pads at the top of a non-solar chimney and allow
the cool air to fall into the structure. Fu_'ther work was done in 1977-78 under

an Arizona Solar Energy Commission grant in which a small downdraft chimney

was constructed and tested (Moody, et al. 1978). No further experimental work

on downdraft chimneys was performed until 1984, when this grant was received

from the U. S. Department of Energy for experimentation with a residential

building and a greenhouse. The work began when a small-scale downdraft

chimney and solar updraft chimney were built and tested inside a greenhouse to

eliminate the effects of wind (figures 1 & '2).

An experimental building which was retrofitted with natural draft towers in
..

1985 proved operationally success[hl and has received considerable attention

because _|" its unusual design. Figures 3 & 4 are photographs (Jt"the residential

building after it was nl_diiied for passive cooling. A flow diagram of the passive

cooling c(_ncept can be li_Lind in figure 5.
i
I
I

C'OPERATING PRIN JJPLES

L The solar chimney is intended to provide ventilation air movement within a

structure, usually in combination with the c_oled downdrai_ chimney. Solar

chimneys have been used ibr various drying operations, as described by Zambrano

and Alvarado (1984). [n the downdrat_ chimney, air is cooled by an evaporative

cooler, either a spray or a wetted packing material, which is an integral part of

the chimney. The cooled air, being heavier than ambient air, falls by graviW

through the chimney into the structure to be cooled.

The two types of chimneys can be designed to operate in combination with

each other, or separately, with one operating when ambient conditions are not

" favorable ibr the operation of the other; e.g., the evaporative downdraft chimney

will operate alone at night, while the solar chimney would operate alone

following a rain or under high humidity conditions. Operation of both types of

towers may be improved by wind; however, the tower dimensions are usually
I

i determined by the windless case. lt is important that the wind does not

adversely influence the _)peration oi' the downdraft tower, which can occur when

] the air outlet from the structure is improperly located; this may happen when
(_

the downdraft tower is used alone, in the absence of a solar chimney.
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Much of the early work in this program was done to complement the

computer modeling for the King Faisal Laboratory Project (1984). In particular,

the correct method for combining the effect of" both wind and density were

determined, largely fr_m a review of the literature, in particular the works of

Newberry (1974), Vickery, et al. (1977), and Handa (1979_. A simplified equation

describing flow through either type of tower is:

2 Z

ACwp(0aVw /2gc) + (g/gc)Zao = (0tVt /2gc)_:K (][)

:=_ where tlCwp is the difference between the wind pre_sure coefficients at the2
tower inlet and the outlet; g is the acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec ; Z is the

effective height of the tower in ft; a0 is the difference in air density between
: 3

the inside of the tower and outside air, [b/ft ; ot is the density of air in the

tower, Vt is velocity of air in the tower, f_/sec; and _:K is the sum of the

pressure loss coefficients fbr the tower. Cwp (dimensionless) is the wind pressure
coefficient, determined experimentally as:

{-

Cwp = (P - Po)/(0aVw /2ge) (II)
}

i where P is the effective pressure, Po is the static pressure on the surface,
Z $

lb/ft ; Oa is the density of air, lb/ft ; and gc is the Newton's law conversion
, Z

factor, 32.2 lbm-ft/lb f sec . Cwp is generally positive on windward surfaces and

ne_;ative on leeward surfaces. Tabulations of Cwp are available in the literature
for a wide variety of cases, see Newberry (1974) and Handa (1979). The tower

should be designed for a high positive Cwp at the inlet and a negative Cwp at
•" the outlet. EK consists of coetl_cients fbr the fbllowing: inlet losse_s

(contraction, louvers, screen, turning), the evaporation media in the downdraft

tower, friction, possibly mist eliminators, and the tower outlet. When the tower

is attached to a structure, _.K must include terms for internal resistances in the

structure and for flow through the exits.

For the downdraft evaporative cooler the density diflbrence term is: AO =

Ot - 0a', while for the solar updraft tower the terms are reversed as ao =

Oa " 0t; note that ot is the average air density in the tower in both cases, while
3

Oa is the ambient air density lb/ft . For more complicated cases, where the

airflow is down the cooling tower, through a house, possibly through the attic of



the house, and out the solar tower, a plot of density versus elevation can be

prepared and integrated to evaluate the ZA0 term in equation I, similar to the

procedure used with the thermosyphon solar water heater systems; for example,

see Morrison and Ranatunga (1980).

THE DOWNDRAFT TOWER

While tower performancecan be modeled with a computer,a simplifiedform

_:: of equation I can be derived for rapid estimation of downdraft cooler

performance.For the windlesscase,equationIcan be written-

V t = [(2gZ/r.K)(I-0a/at)]½ ,Ill)

Assuming tower operation to be adiabatic from the bottom of the evaporative

cooling media to the tower outlet, if no water were added to the air at =

with and the absolute of ambient and tower(Tafrt) oa' Tt temperatures air,

respectively, °R. The term 1 - 0a/0t in equation III would become simply At/T a,

with At = T a - Tt. Of course,moisture isadded to the air during passage
through the evaporativecoolingmedia, which allowsthe coolerto functionin

the firstplace,and the water vapor,being lighterthan air,decreasesthe change

in density. However, the increasein moisture is relatedto the drop in

temperature;hence,one would expecttheretobe a relativelyconstantcorrection

factorCf so that I - 0a/0t = ClOt/Ta. While an algebraicexpressioncan be

derivedfor Cf, which is not trulyconstant,one can more easilycalculateits

value from a psychometricchart. Cf ranges from 0.92 to 0.93,with a value of

0.926 within one percent for most cases.

The drop in air temperature as air passes though an evaporative cooler is

related to the wet bulb depression htw (dry bulb - wet bulb temperature) as n =

At/htw, or the evaporative cooler effectiveness, so that equation III can be
written:

Vt = [2ZgC_Atwfrar.K]½ or- 7.72[Znhtwfrar.K]½ (IV)
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This expression is useful for rapid estimation of the probable maximum

velocity in many situations. For estimating purposes take ft(max) - 1 and

_K(min) = 1.5. For special cases EK may be reduced to as low as 0.3 (bellmouth

entrance, conical outlet and low friction); however, such cases will probably be

rare in practical applications.

Low-pressure-drop evaporative cooler pads have been fbund more satisfac-

tory than sprays fi)r prcJviding evaporative cooling in these towers. These are

cross-corrugated cellulose pads, such as CELdek i or GLASdek °, manufactured by

Munters Corp., Fort Myers, Fl., or Glacier-Cot °, manufactured by Eng-Cor Inc.,

:" La Mirada, Ca.; aspen pads or treated paper mats are not suitable because of

their relatively high pressure drop. With sprays, entrained water drops tend to

carry over into the ventilated space; moreover, when very fine droplets are used,

from very high-pressure or ultrasonic nozzles, minerals in the water tend to
settle in the ventilated area as a fine dust.

Pressure loss and eit[L_ctiveness relationships were obtained for CELdek • by

fitting curves presented in Munters bulletin no. 3295-382:

hp = Kp(0V /2gc), where Kp = 12.87Xp (V)

i l/s
t. n = 1-EXP-4.;6Xp/V (VI)

where Kp is the pressure loss coefficient; V is the superficial velocity of air

through the pad, ft/see; and Xp is the pad thickness, ft. Xp is typically 1/4 to
one foot. Note that when equation VI is substituted into equation IV the

resulting expression cannot be solved directly for the velocity. To facilitate

solution oi" equation IV for the cross-corrugated pad, figure 6 was prepared. The
l/s

dimensional parameter Xp(r.Ap/A t) , ft, appears because the tower velocity must

be converted to the pad velocity, (VtAt/I:Ap); as there may be pads on several

faces of the tower, I:Ap is used. Note that htw, the wet bulb depression,
appears in the abscissa, which allows the velocity to be determined without first

i determining the effi_ctiveness.

In figure 6, and ali other computed perfi_rmance graphs, equations V and VI

were used to describe pad characteristics. Equation VI tends to predict slightly

lower values for pad et_iL-ctiveness than have been observed during these tests;

this is probably caused by the superior wettability of used pads with some

mineral deposition.
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For a given tower configuration in the absence of wind, there is an

optimum pad thickness which will provide a maximum air velocity. The optimum

thickness for airflow is not necessarily the optimum fbr comfort, and is of

limited importance. Recall that the temperature of air leaving the tower is

ta - n_tw. From figures 7 and 8, observe that the curves for velocity versus

pad thickness are relatively flat and selection or the optimum thickness for

airflow is not critical in this respect. Figure 7 is for a configuration with a pad

on one face of the towel" only, as illustrated by case A on figure 9; while figure

8 shows a tower with pads on four faces, or case B on figure 9. In figure 7

r.Ap/A t = pad height/tower width ratio, while in figure 8, _.Ap/A t = 4 (pad
height)/tower width. These examples are for towers with low airflow resistances:

a turn at the tower base (K = 1.3), with the exit area equal the tower cross-

section, and a single enlargement into a large volume (K = 1). The loss term for

the turn at the top of the tower can be determined from the relationships in

Appendix A. If = the area on one face of the tower, for figure 7: _:K =Ap

Kp(At/Ap) 2+ 1.3(At/Ap)+l.3+l, while for figure 8" r.K =

(Kp/l 6)(Ap/At) 2 +(1.3/4)(Ap/Ap) + 1.3 + 1, so the resistance to airflow is considerablylower for the case in figure 8. Figure 9(B) is the preferred configuration in

i most installations.

Inlet-ali four faces

r . 1 _ I I I

! I

• ! I
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s !
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Rgure 9. Basic Tower Pad Configurations
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Computer studies have been pertbrmed for the case of non-adiabatic tower

operation, where significant heat transi_r occurs through the wall of the

downdraft cooler, increasing the temperature and reducing airflow in the windless

case. The effect appears to be significant primarily in tall, narrow towers, and

should have only minor effects in most installations. Figure 12 in the solar

chimney section of this report can be used to compute the non-adiabatic

performance of a tower using pads fbr co,)ling, where the tower walls will

normally be dry.

.. SOLAR CHIMNEYS

Equation I is als(J used to determine airflow thn,ugh a solar chimney;

through algebraic manipulation of" equations in the solar energy literature an

expression can be derived ibr air velocity through the collector (chimney). The

resulting equaticn doe._ n()t permit a direct s_)lution fbr the velocity; an iterative

procedure is required because of the temperature dependence of many oi" the

. heat transfer coefficients involved.
The solar chimney design first treated here, shown at the top of figure 10,

I consists ,,)f a black absorber, oriented vertically or at an angle with the
horizontal, covered by one or more glazings of glass or clear plastic films. The

airflow passage is between the absorber and innermost glazing. Wind effects on
the inlet and outlet will not be considered.

Required first is an expression for the mean air temperature in the

chimney. The usethl energy gain (qu) in a solar collector is given by Duffle and
Beckman (1975):

qu = FR{qabs- UL(ti - ta)} (VII)

Where qabs is the solar energy absorbed by the absorber plate, Btu/br ft2; U L is,)
the coefficient for heat loss, Btu/(ft')(hr)(°F); t i and ta are air inlet and

ambient air temperatures, respectively, °F; and F R is the collector heat removal

factor, given by:

FR = (F'/Nt) (1-EXP-N t) (VIII)



One or More Glazings / If _I_ Insulation
.-.

; Absorber Plate "_

! 0-9£_ deg

I Cool Air In A

Ii

Separate Absorber-Chimney
(Solar Dryer)

046o_

t 1 '
Combined Solar

Absorber-Chimney

Figure 10. Solar Chimneys
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Where F" is the collector efficiency factor; Nt is an expression similar to the

number oi' transfbr units in a heat exchanger.

, N t = ULF'/G'C p = ULF'Lc/Vt_tXwCp (IX)

Z

G" is tile mass flow rate oi' air per square fh()t of' absorber area, Ib/ft hr; Cp is
the specific heat of air Btu/lb°F; Lc is the collector length, ft; Xw is the depth

of the airfl_w channel, f't.

The temperature risK- in the air stream passing through the collector is:

Atc = qu/G'Cp (X)

An expression for the mean air temperature in the collectorcan be

determined from Klien(1973)as:

i
tm = ti + Atc {[1/(1-EXP-Nt)]- l/Nt} (XI)

Where t m is the mean air temperature. An expression similar to that lhr the

downdratt tower, equation IV, can be derived by utilizing the heat exchanger

_ effectiveness concept ibr solar collectors ft'ore Phillips (1981). The maximum or

stagnation temperature (t s) is:

ts = (qabs / U L) + ti (XII)

while the heat exchanger eflbctiveness is given by:

" nex = _tc/(ts- ti) = I - EXP- Nt (XIII)

_ However, the effectiveness term fbr the solar chimney (nsc) must be based

on the mean air temperature in the chimney. Combining equations Xl and XIII

!
nsc = (tru- ti)/(ts- tj) = nex{[]/(1- EXP-Nt)]- 1/Nt}

• = 1 -[(1 - EXP- Nt)/N t] (XIV)
l

1
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nsc varies from zero to one as Nt varies from 0 to _; below Nt = 0.4 it can

be approximated by n - (}.452 N t.

If Atsi = t s - ti, with Vw = 0, equation I can be written:

Vt = {(2gZ/_.K)[(nscAtsi/T a) + (Tj/Ta) - l]}½ (XV)

Where T i is the absolute inlet air temperature, °R. Expression XV is

similar to equation IV when Ti = Ta, or when ambient air is drawn into the base

of the chimney. If Atai = t a - tj, equation XV can also be expressed as:

V t = {(2gZ/Ta_:K) [( nscqabs/U L) - (1 - nsc) atai]} ½ (XVI)

Since nsc is a function of both Vt and temperature, equations XV or XVI

cannot be solved directly. For the case where t i = t a and Nt < 0.4, equation

I XVI becomes

l/3 1/3Vt = (0.452) [(2gZITar.K)(LcF'qabsl_tXwOp) ] (XVII)

For most cases of interest in this model, t i < ta; that is, the chimney isused to draw cooled ventilation air through a building. To facilitate solar

chimney calculations, figure L1 was prepared. Substituting equations IX and XIVt

i into equation XVI, the following expression is obtained:

(UL F" Lc/otXwCp)[(Tar.K/2gZ)(UL/qabs)] ½ =:

Nt{ 1 - [(1 - EXP - Nt)/Nt][ 1 + (UL/qabs)Atai]} ½ (XVIII)

:: Figure 11 is a plot of Nt versus the R.H.S. (and also the L.It.S.) of equation

XVIII. Vt is determined by evaluating the group frN t) on the L.H.S. of equation

XVII1, and using the line fbr the group ULAtai/qabs, reading the value fbr Nt

from figure 11; then Vt = (ULF'Lc/atXwCp)/N t. The use of" figure 11 will be

t illustrated in the example below.

Normally, several iterations are required to obtain the correct values for

U L and F _ in these expressions. Quite often an approximate value for V t is

satisfactory for preliminary designs. The fbllowing values are suggested for
estimates:





2O

Number of Glazings U L F_"
1 1.4 0.64

2 0.8 0.8

3 0.5 0.84

Example:

Determine the amount of" ventilation air which can be provided by a solar

chimney 16' high by 8' wide, with a 6" airflow space between the absorber and

glazing if the outside temperature is 100°F and the entering air is 75°F. Take

, _:K = 3, qabs = 200 Btu/sq ft hr and from the above table, U L. = 1.4 Btu/(sq

_ ft)hr°F and F" = 0.64.

For a first estimate, take ot = 0.074 lb/cu ft.

(ULF_Lc/otXwCp) = (l.4x0.64x16/0.074x0.5x0.24) = 1614 f_/hr

(Tar.K/2gZ) = [(460+ 100)x3/2x32.2x(36002)x16] = 1.258x10 "_ °R hrZ/ft 2

(UL/qabs) = 1.4/200 = ().007/°F; (ULatai/qabs) = 0.007x(100-75) = 0.175

(ULF*Lc/otXwCp)[(Tar.K/2gZ)(UL/qabs)] ½ = 0.0479

From chart: Nt = 0.37

Vt = (ULF'Lc/otXwCp)/N t = 1614/0.37 = 4363 ft/hr or 73 fpm:?.

The calculation must be repeated until constant values of Nt and ot are obtained.

F R = (F'/Nt)(1-EXP-N t) = (0.64/0.37)x(t-e "°'_7) = 0.5349

qu = FR [qabs-UL(ti-ta)] = 0.5349x[200-1.4x(75-100)] = 125.71 BttYsq ft hr

G" = VtotXw/L c = 4363x0.074x0.5/16 = 10.09 lb/sq ft hr

at c = qu/G*Cp = 125.71/10.09x0.24 = 51.9 °
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at c = qu/G'Cp = 125.71/10.09x0.24 = 51.90

t m = t i + atc{[ 1/(1-EXP-Nt)]-I/Nt} =

75+Sl.9x{[1/(l-e "°'_ 7)]-1/0.37} = I02.55 °

New at = [(75+460)/(1()2.55+460)]x0.074 = 0.07038 lb/cu ft

(ULF*Lc/0tXwCp) = 1614x(562.55/535) = 1698 ft/hr
_...

(U LF" Lc/o txwCp)[(T a r.I_2gZ)(UL/qabs)]½ --
0.0479x(562.55/535) = 0.0504

From chart: Nt - 0.37 (unchanged)

Solution: Vt = 1698/0.37 = 4588 ft2hr or 76.5 fpm

Airtlow = 76.5x0.gx8 = 306 cfm at 102.6°F or 291 cfm at 75°F

i Where a substantial number of solar chimney designs are to be examined, itis worth the effort to write a computer program to solve equation XVIII. After

squaring both sides of the equation, it can be solved by Newton's method.

Solar dryers fi)r agricultural products often separate the chimney from the

solar collector as shown in figure 10 and discussed by Zambrano and Alvarado

(1984). The material to be dried is placed in a horizontal collector while the

moisture and warm air are removed by a simple vertical chimney at one end of

the collector. The chimney can be treated as a heat exchanger with a capacity
:,:.'.

rate ratio of zero; see Kays and London (1958) for a detailed treatment of this

type of exchanger. The number of transt_r units for the chimney is:

Ntc = ALcUc/VtAtPtCp (XIX)

where ALc is the area of the chimney for heat losses; Uc is the overall heat

transfer coefficient ibr losses; and At is the cross-sectional flow area. When

combined with the chimney equation and the effectiveness-NTU relationships

from Kays and London (1958), an expression results which can be used with

figure 12 U) determine the hot airflow in a non-isothermal chimney:
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(ALcUc/AtPtCp)[(Tar.K/2gZ)/(ti-ta)] ½ = [Ntc(l-EXP-Ntc)] ½ (XX)

The L.H.S. of equation XX is evaluated first, Ntc obtained from figure 12,

and the velocity computed as: Vt - ALcUc/AtPtCpNtc. Figure 12 and equation
XX can also be used to determine the non-isothermal airflow in an evaporatively

cooled downdraft chimney by replacing (ti-t a) with (ta-tt), provided the tower

walls are dry. Expressicm XX can be combined with the solar collector equations

to yield an equation for the collector-chimney combination, where t i = ta:

(ALeUc/AtotC p)[(Ta r.K/2gZ)/(qabs/U L)] ½ =
{Nrc( I-EXP-Nte)[ 1-EX P-(AscU LF"/A LoUt)Nrc]} ½ (XXI)

Figure 12 is a plot ¢£equation (XXI) for different values of

(AscULF*/ALcUc), where Asc is the solar collector area. The curve for equation

(XX) on figure 12 is that /br (AscULF*/ALcU c) * ®, with (ti-t a) replacing

(qabs/UL) in the abscissa expression. Note that r.K must include resistance for

both the solar collector and chimney.

I A small solar chimney, shown in figure 2, was constructed and tested inside
I

an empty greenhouse to avoid wind. The chimney was constructed of 3/4-inch

plywood, 4 ft wide x 14 ft long (approximately 7% shaded by structural mem-

bers), painted flat black, and insulated on the bottom with 1 inch of styrofoam.

The airflow channel between the black absorber and first glazing was 6 inches

deep (Xw = 0.5); from one to three layers of 12-rail polyethylene glazing, 6

inches apart, could be mounted above the absorber. The height of the chimney

(Z) was varied by changing the angle of inclination of the assembly with the

horizontal; that is, raising or lowering one end. Table 1 gives the results of

these tests. The absorbed radiation was estimated as the difference between

incident and reflected s_)lar radiation on the plane of the assembly. Since the

losses through the back of the chimney are significant, the equations oi" Parker

(1979) are used to compute UL and F"

UL = Ub+ Ut(Ub+hc+ 2hrfl(Ut+hc+2hr) (XXI1)
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f t
Ub + [UtUb + hr(U b + Ut)]/h c

F" = 1 + (XXIII)
Ut + h c + 2h r

Where h c is the convective heat transfer coefficient between the moving air

stream and the absorber plate, as weil as the air stream and innermost glazing;

h r is the radiative heat transfer coeit]cient between the absorber plate and

innermost glazing: Ub is the overall c,efficient for losses through the rear or

bottom, or from the absorber to the outside air and surroundings; while Ut is

the overall coefficient from tile innermost glazing to the outside, Btul(sq ft) hr

OF. See Agarwal and Larson (1981) for methods which may be used to compute

: Ut.

1 The results of the solar chimney tests are shown in Table 1.

i Unfortunately, these tests were complicated by the existence of fairly substantialtemperature gradients in the greenhouse; for this reason two ambient air

temperatures are given in Table l, near the top and bottom of chimney. For the

calculated air velocities in the table the average air temperature was used, with

Atai taken as zero. Note that the agreement between computed and experimental

velocities is only fair.

Table 1

SOLAR CHIMNEY TEST RESULTS

Lc = 14 ft (13 ft effective); Z = 14 sin (angle with horizontal); Xw = 0.5 ft.

Ub = 0.18 Btu](sq ft) hr °F; I:K = 2.4; Glazing material: 12-rail polyethylene.

Number Ambient Absorbed Angle Air velocity,

of Temperature, °F Insolation with ft/min

Covers Bottom Top Btu/ft hr Horizontal, o Measured Calculated

I 91.4 102.2 214 55 146 143

I 98.6 112. I 216 44.4 149 134

I 105.8 119.3 174 44.4 142 122

2 91.4 104.0 198 55 141 150
2 98.6 105.8 179 44.4 136 135
3 96.8 109.4 149 55 125 138
3 98.6 109.4 130 55 147 131

3 105.8 116.6 146 44.4 137 128
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WIND AND TOWER PERFORMANCE

The influence of wind on the tower shown in figure 9(A), having a pad on

one face will be considered first. If the wind is normal to the pad, the tower

operation will be nearly the same as that of a tower with pads on four sides

equipped with gravity dampers, such as those illustrated in figure 13, which

requires a term for pressure loss across the damper (Kd). Equation I will be

employed, with the correction for wind flow through a low resistance surface

included (Appendix B). Because the correction does not apply in the absence of

wind, a factor R will be used in association with the correction terms, which

will be zero in the absence of wind, and equal to one when the wind is

substantial. There is a region of low wind velocities for which the value of R is

presently not known; in these calculations the term R = Hw/(H w+H d) was used,

f or the ratio of the wind velocity head (H w = 0aVw/2gc) to the sum of the windvelocity head and density head in the tower (H d = gZAa/gc). Figure 14 is plot

of R against the Froude number (Vw/¢_) , for different values of ht/Ta, where

_ At is the temperature difference between outside air and the mean air
temperature in the tower, and Ta is the absolute ambient air temperature. The

correction is most significant when _.K is small. Equation l then becomes:

Vt = Vw ¢_aCwp+(Cf_atw/Ta)[(2gZ/VwZ)-aCwp]}/_:K (XXIV)

J

2

_:K = (Kp+Kd+RCw)(At/A p) + 1.3(At/Ap)+(_:K)t-RC (XXV)

where Cw is the windward wind pressure coefficient, for wind normal to the pad;

C is the wind pressure coefficient at the outlet f_om the tower or connected

structure, ACwp = Cw-C, and (_:K)t is the sum of the pressure loss coefficients
down the length of the tower and other losses at the outlet or within an

associated structure.

! To illustrate the effect of wind and discharge pressure coefficient, the

tower shown in figure 15 will be used, which is installed on a home in Tucson.

The tower has an effective height of approximately ten feet, with the pad area

(on one f'aceJ approximately equal t_ the tower cross-sectional area, roughly 12

sq ft. There is no solar chimney on this structure; the tower discharges into



I

Figure 13. Diagram of Cloth (Barometric) Dampers
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the house in an opening in the kitchen ceiling, and the exhaust air may be

discharged through several possible openings, the preferred being a zaguan

immediately adjacent to the kitchen, which is connected by a door of 16.5 sq ft

open area. With (I:K) t = 1.77 and Cw = 0.9, equations XXIV and XXV give the

curves fbr normal flow on figure 16, when the pressure coefficient at the outlet

is varied from -1 to + 1. Note that when C -= + 1, flow down the tower ceases

when the velocity head of wind acting up the tower is large enough to overcome

the density head. Similarly, if the wind flow is at a 45 ° angle to the tower, and

the rear pads are closed, the second series of curves on figure 16 are obtained.

For the diagonal flow case with gravity dampers equation XXIV also applies, but:

2

_:K = 0.25 (Kp+Kd+RCw)(At/A p) +0.65(At/Ap)+(r.K)t-RC (XXVI)

i In the diagonal case Cw = +0.54 with (_:K)t unchanged. The curves for the
1 diagonal case are usually above the case for flow perpendicular to the face due

to the greater inlet area; however for C = +1, flow stops at a lower wind

[i- vel°city because Cw is l°wer-
In figure 16 the dampers are considered fixed even at the zero wind

I condition for illustrative purposes. When the dampers are allowed to swingfreely, the curves given by figure 17 will result. At low wind velocities the

dampers are open and airflow is through ali fi_ur sides, as the wind velocity

increases the pressure is reduced at the rear and/or side pads, the dampers shut,

and air flow is only through the pads with positive pressure coefficients.

In those tower designs where the designer knows that the pressure

coefficient at discharge will be ihvorable, due to the direction of the prevailing

winds, or when a solar chimney is used for the outlet, with C - -1, the gravity

damper may be omitted. In such a case a baffle in the "X" shape, connecting

the top interior corners is sometimes employed, to reduce the airflow directly

between the windward and leeward pads. The presence of"multiple outlets makes

the tower design more difficult to analyze. Consider first the case where the

i direction of wind flow is diagonal to the tower; at low wind velocities there are

effectively two inlets, the two windward and the two leeward pads, and a single

outlet, either at the tower base, or from the structure or solar chimney; at

higher velocities the direction of flow will reverse through the leeward pads, and

a condition will exist where there are now two outlets and a single inlet. In

the low wind case:
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mt = mi + ml (XXVII)

where m t is the low rate of' dry air through the tower, m i is the rate of flow

into the windward pads, and m I is the flow in the leeward pads, lbdry air/sec.
The equation relating flow between the windward pads and the outlet is:

(ZK)iHi+(r.K)tH t = Cw(Hw-RHi)-C(Hw-RHt)+H d (XXVIII)

Z 2

where Hi = OiVi /2ge, Ht = otVt /2ge, Hw = oaVw/2gc, and Hd = (g/gc)Zao;

Vi,Vt, and Vw are the air velocities through the windward pads, down the tower,

and the wind; oi, ot, and 0a are the densities of air leaving the windward pads,

in the tower, and of the outside air. Z is the effective tower height and ao is

the density difference between air in the tower and the outside air; if a solar

l chimney is present Hd must be modified accordingly. (I:K) i is the summation of
Z

loss coefficients associated with the inlet, Kp+5.2(Ap/At)+4(Ap/A t) The

[ equation for flow through the leeward is similar:pads

I (ZK)IHI + (r.K)tHt = CI(Hw-RH1)-C(Hw-RHt)+H d (XXIX)

where H 1 = olV1/2gc, with oi and V the density and velocity of air leaving the

leeward pads. Cw, CI, and C are the windward, leeward, and outlet wind

pressure coefficients. (I:K) 1 is equal to (r.K) i fi-om the previous equation.

At higher wind velocities, equation XXVII becomes:

-:.::

m i = m t + m I (XXX)

and equation XX1X must be rewritten"

i (ZK)iHi +(r.K)loH ! = Cw(Hw-RHi)-Ci(Hw-RH 1) (XXXI)

Tile term (r-K)lo is the loss coetticient fbr reverse flow out the rear pads,z
Kp+5.2(Ap/At)+32(Ap/A t) See Appendix A fbr the loss coefficients relating to
the baffle and flow reversal in the tower.
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The equations must be solved simultaneously ibr the low and high wind

velocity cases. A similar set of equations may be derived for flow normal to the

tower fhce, however, at least one additional equation will he required for flow

through the side pads.

Figure 18 shows the effect of the discharge wind pressure coefficient on

the figure 15 tower performance without the gravity dampers. If C>0, with the

wind normal to the face, the tower will cease to operate at 4-5 mph, to the

distress of any occupants.

" The question of the proper pad area for these towers often arises. Figure

19 shows the effect of increasing the pad area by up to three times. Note that

" only a slight increase in velocity is obtained.

Figure 20 shows the effect of increasing the length of the interior baffle

down the entire length of the tower. There is little improvement in tower

performance, however, abrupt "steps" appear in the curves when flow reversal

occurs.

Since there are a number of different wind pressure coefficients found in

the literature for geometries similar to the top of the tower, in particular for
flow perpendicular to the tower face, which is the most critical case, a sensivity

[ analysis was performed. The three selected for comparison are:
t

Bahadori ( 1981):

-0.92

Wind ---- + 0.9 -0.6

• -0.92

Sakamoto ( 1985):

-0.75
,|

I Wind ---- +0.75 -0.65

, -0.75
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BSI (1972):
-0.8

Wind ..4 +0.8 -0.25

i

-0.8

Figure 21 shows the calculated tower velocity plotted against wind velocity

" for three different values of the outlet wind pressure coefficient and the tower

coefficients from above. Note that ali of the three sets oi" pressure coefficients

predict that the tower will stall fbr an outlet coefficient oi' zero, in the range

. of 4-7 mph.Figure 22 illustrates the calculated water evaporation rate from the tower

shown in figure 15 for the two curves labeled C - -l on figure 18. "Lost" water

is that which is evaporated into air streams which do not enter the house. The

use of gravity (barometric) dampers or a cloth baffle reduces the losses

. substantially.

• .,'::
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PHOTOVOLTAIC POWERED COOL TOWERS

There is a strong connection between photovoltaic (PV) powered buildings

and cool towers (this term will be used to refer to the downdraft, evaporatively

cooled towers discussed here). Often in the southwest the largest single

electrical load in a building is the cooling system. By installing cool towers in

place of conventional cooling systems, the building's electrical load can be

substantially reduced; thereby increasing the attractiveness of PV power. This is

especially true in remote locations where utility power is not available. The

capital saved by purchasing fi_wer PV modules will more than pay for the cool

tower. For example:

Assume that a l/2-horsepower evaporative cooler is required to run 24

hours per day to meet the cooling load. The blower in the cooler would use

approximately 500 watts for 24 hours, which is 12 kWh's per day. This would

require 2000 peak watts of PV power, which would have a capital cost of

$11,000, if the purchase price was $5.50/watt. A cooler of this size would
deliver about 4,000 cfm and could be replaced by 6 ft by 6 ft cool tower costing

I $3,000; and a 24-watt d-c powered pump would require enough panels to produceonly 102 peak watts oi' PV power, with an initial cost of $561. This system

would operate during the night, with a small storage battery. There would also

be another substantial capital savings in the reduction of the batteries required

to run a standard evaporative cooler at night. This is a capital savings of

greater than $7,000 in a stand-alone system using a cool tower rather than an

evaporative cooler. If refrigeration type cooling is replaced by a cool tower, the

:_: savings would be further increased.

Direct current pumps should be used with photovoltaic-powered cool towers

because of their higher efficiencies. Small a-c pumps commonly use shaded pole-

type motors which have typical efficiencies of 10 to 15%, while small d-c motors

can be as high as 80%. Also an a-c to d-c invertor will be necessary to run an

! a-c motor from a pv-charged battery bank, which will further reduce the

efficiency of the system.
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ECONOMIC AND PERFORMANCE MODEL

Another computerized model was developed to evaluate the economics and

performance of free-standing downdraft evaporative cooling towers. This

program analyzes 35 different tower sizes at a time: five cross-sectional sizes,

and seven tower heights. As a set of design tools for engineers and architects,

several sets of graphs were generated with the model to analyze and optimize

downdraft cooling towers, and can be used to evaluate the cooling performance
- .

of various sizes of downdraft cooling towers, as well as the economics in terms

of first cost and payback period for different geographical locations, ambient

conditions, and electricity prices. The model is for ground-mounted, frame-type

construction that would be suitable for residential or commercial structures, and

employs construction techniques and materials similar to those found in figures

A-3 and A-4.

The model operates by generating a materials list fbr a specific size tower,

and totaling the cost. Next it estimates the construction-labor cost by initially

using a factor of 70% of the material costs and increases the labor percentage

linearly as the height of the tower increases, due to the added expense of

scaffolding, increased construction time, and higher wages for the more skilled

labor required to work on tall structures. Concrete footing sizes are also

increa_d with height and width, due to the increased wind loading of taller,

wider towers; and thereJbre material costs are also proportionally larger for

taller towers. The labor and material costs are totaled to give Ict, the cool

tower investment cost. The program then calculates the cooling capacity in cfm

(cubic feet of airflow per minute) fbr each of the 35 designs. It then

determines the annual cost of an equivalent standard evaporative cooler with the

following equation:

Cst = Ics/n + Ce +Cre
where:

Cst = Annual cost of a standard evaporative cooler

Ics = Initial investment for a standard evaporative cooler

n = Number of years service life (6 for this study)

C e = Annual electricity expenses

Cm= Annual maintenance expenses
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The annual cost of the cool tower can be found from:

Cct = C m + Ce + Cpt
where:

Cct = Annual cost of'a cool tower

C m - Annual maintenance cost

C e - Annual electricity expenses

Cpt = Annual parts replacement parts expenses

Ict was not included in the Cct equation because the Cpt term includes
periodic replacement of ali the parts that contact water (pan, pad holders,

pumps, and plumbing). The tower framework is part of the structure, and should

_ last as long as the building.

i The annual savings realized by using a cool tower over a conventional

system is then found by:

l p = Cst- Cct
where:

P - Net annual savings
Now the payback period can be determined by:

T = Ict/P
f where:

i T = Payback Period without interest in years
! lcr = cool tower initial cost

We have not used the equation for payback period with interest (i), in

which the term Ics/n in the equation for Cst above would be replaced with

Ics[i(i + 1)n/(i + 1)n- 1], because of the large variations in interest and inflation rates

•:- during the last decade.

Five different cross-sectional areas were chosen for this study: 4 foot

square to 12 foot square in increments of two fhet; with seven tower heights: 14

foot to 50 fbot tall in 6 fbot increments. This represents airflow rates from

1,200 cfm to 34,000 cfln, for design conditions in Tucson, Arizona. A typical

1500-square-foot residence structure, with 8-foot ceilings would require from

4,000 to 6,000 cfm of evaporatively cooled air to meet the cooling load; based

upon an air change every two to three minutes. This is a quick method to size

evaporative coolers that is commonly used in the trade; a more precise method
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of sizing can be used by calculating the heat gain to the space, and picking an

acceptable temperature rise through the space to be cooled as described by Watt

(1986).

Results of the economic and performance model are shown in graphs found

in figures 23 through 72. ASHRAE (1978) summer design conditions for wet and

dry bulb temperatures that were used are given in table 2, with residential

electricity prices from Tucson Electric Power Co. (based upon the 1987

residential rate with a usage of 500 kwh per month.)

Table 2

' DEFAULT GRAPH PARAMETERS

I

t Location Dry Buib°F Wet Bulb°F S/kWh

Tucson, Arizona: 104 66 .075Phoenix, Arizona: 109 71 .094
Albuquerque, New Mexico: 96 61 .094
Las Vegas, Nevada: 108 66 .057

Palm Califi)rnia: 112 71 (not available)Springs,

[_
Ali graphs, unless otherwise noted, are for Tucson, Arizona with the

I conditions fbr wet and dry bulb listed above. Other default conditions for the

graphs al'e: 0 mph wind; r_K = 6; 4-inch-thick pad; $.075/kwh; cooling on 24 hours

per day, 120 days per year. The effective pad height for ali of the cool towers

in this model is one-half of the tower width.

Total tower heights, as shown on the graphs, should not be confused with

the effective tower height. In the fbllowing sets of graphs, the effective height

is calculated by subtracting the pad height (one-half the tower width in this

case) and the opening height at the tower's base. The opening height is equal

to the tower width, with a maximum of 6 feet; that is, 6-foot-high openings

i were used on the 6, 8, 10 and 12-foot-wide towers. Width dimensions shown onthe graphs are total outside measurements; to obtain the inside or effective area

of the tower, 0.5 feet must be subtracted from each side to correct for wall

; thickness.

The first graph (figure 23) is a plot of tower construction cost against

airflow rate and can be used to find the optimum tower size fbr a given airflow
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rate. For example, if 14,000 cfm is needed in Tucson, Arizona, there are three

tower sizes that will work: an 8 foot by 8 tbot by 50 feet tall, for $11,000, a 10

fbot by l0 tbot by 26 fleet tall fbr $6,500, or a 1'2 foot by 12 foot by 20 feet

high for $7,000. Theretbre the optimum size in terms oi" first cost is the 10

foot-square tower by 26 fhet tall for $6,500.

The first and second sets oi" graphs (figures 24 through 33) are for

determining the effects of the total resistance to airflow (r.K) on the payback

period and airflow. These figures are plots of payback period versus tower

height, with the r.K values ranging from 4 to 12, in increments of 2. Cool

towers that are not connected to buildings (such as outdoor wind-sheltered

cooling applications) have a r.K oi" approximately 4, while typical building-

connected installations have r_K values of 6 or greater depending upon the

design, lt is not recc)mmended that cool towers be connected to conventional

duct systems that were sized fbr high-velocity air because the large number of

fittings and long runs oi' small diameter ducts will create a higher resistance to

airflow.

[ An inspection oi" this series reveals an economic optimum height of about
26 feet for ali cross-sections except the 4 ft by 4 ft towers. Table 3 is a

I summary of the graphs, and compares only the 8 ft wide by 26 ft tall towers.- The importance of a low r_K is evident in the rapidly increasing payback period

and decreasing airflow.

Table 3

EFFECTS OF _:K ON ECONOMICS AND AIRFLOW

r.__K payback Period Airflow_ cfm
4 4.0 11822

_: 6 5.2 9779
8 6.3 8545

l0 7.3 7659
12 8.3 7062

!
Figures 34 through :]8 show the effects of pad thickness on economics for

Tucson. Each graph represents a different cross-sectional area and includes data

for 3, 4, 6, and 8-inch-thick pads. The graphs illustrate that there is almost no

difference between the 3 and 4-inch pads in terms oi' payback economics. But
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there are increasingly larger differences between the 4 and 6-inch pads, and

between the 6 and 8-inch pads. Thinner pads usually have the shorter payback

periods. Pad manufacturers do not recommend cutting pads down to 3 inches

i thick, as it may shorten the life of tile pad. Pads can be purchased in any
thickness from 4 to 12 inches.

Figures 39 through 46 show the effects of pad thickness on economics at

different geographic locations, and figures 47 through 55 show the effects of pad

thickness and location on airflow. Payback periods fi_r four other southwestern

cities are plotted against tower height. The cities included in this series are:

Phoenix, Arizona, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Las Vegas, Nevada. ASHRAE
---

: (1978) summer design conditions fbr wet and dry bulb temperatures and the

electrical energy prices are listed above. Table 4 is included as a summary of
i
i pad thickness and geographical location, and compares only data on the 8 ft by 8

ft by 26 ft tall towers.

Table 4EFFECTS OF LOCATION AND PAD THICKNESS

ON ECONOMICS AND AIRFLOW._

Pad Thickness Payback Period Airflow, cfm
Tucson" 3 5.1 9500

4 5.2 9776
6 5.9 9672
8 7.2 9111

Phoenix: 4 4.8 9739
6 5.4 96:32
8 6.5 9071

,..: :., .....

Las Vegas: 4 5.4 10213
6 6.'2 101 12
8 7.5 9532

d Albuquerque: 4 4.9 9474
3 4.9 9207

i Pad thickness seems to have almost no effect on airflow, and differences

are so slight that they are hard to detect from the graphs. As pad thickness

increases, the resistance to airflow and the evaporati_m effectiveness increase
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together, thus canceling each other. This was illustrated earlier in figures 7 and

8. However increasing pad thickness does have a noticeable effect on the

payback period and the temperature. The efl'ects on temperature are discussed

later in this report. This set shows that cool towers will work well in ali of

the cities represented, or in any location that has similar design conditions.

Figures 56 through 58 show the results of changing the number of hours

per day that the cooling system is on. Cases were run for l'_,_,18, and 24 hours

per day for a 120-day cooling season in Tucson, Arizona. As expected, the

payback period decreases as the number of hours per day of usage increases.

The payback period increases only slightly from 5.2 to 5.8 years as the number

= of hours are changed from 24 to 18. At 12 hours per day the payback period

becomes 6.5 years.
i

( Theoretical temperature performance was also plotted against tower height

for several geographical locations and pad thicknesses to give an indication of

comfort. These are found in figures 59 through 72. Note that there is a strong

correlation between pad thickness and output temperature. For Tucson, Arizona

l a 4-inch-thick pad is adequate, but in Phoenix, Arizona or Palm Springs,California a 6 or an 8-inch-thick pad is more desirable to reduce the output

temperatures down into an acceptable range; while Albuquerque, New Mexico can

be comfbrtable with a 3-inch pad. Output temperatures increase with tower

height due to the decreasing effectiveness caused by the increasing velocityi

, through the pad. Pad thickness seems to have almost no effect on the terminal

air velocity in the tower, as previously discussed. Hence, a thicker pad will

deliver nearly the same quantity of air at a cooler temperature. However, there

is an economic optimum for pad thickness, as can be seen in the graphs. Table

5 was prepared as a summary of the output temperature data found in the

_.-_i graphs.
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Table 5

EFFECTS OF PAD THICKNESS ON TEMPERATURE AND CFM

Pad Thickness Temperature Airflow. cfm
Tucson: 3 77.8 9500

4 74.'2 9776
6 70.1 9672

Phoenix: 4 79.2 9739
6 75.O 9632

: 8 73.0 9071

Las Vegas: 4 75.3 10213
6 70.6 10112

L s 6s.3 9532
Albuquerque: 4 68.5 9474

l 3 71.7 9207

GREENHOUSE COOLING

I During the spring of 1986 a well-instrumented, 2300-square-foot double

polyethylene greenhouse was retrotitted with a push-pull type passive cooling

i system. A 25-foot-tall evaporative downdraft tower was built on the south end,
,,

and a 15-foot-tall solar chimney-exhaust on the north (figure 73). Both

chimneys extend 8 feet beyond the end of the greenhouse and are the full 24

foot width of the greenhouse. The cooling tower was also glazed with double

polyethylene, to minimize the shading of the house, and the solar chimney was

!::::: covered with black polyethylene on its north side to absorb the sunlight which

was transmitted through the clear fiberglass on the south side. A complete set

of drawings for this greenhouse is included in the appendix (figures A-6 through
A-12).

Data were taken on the original prototype greenhouse during the fall of

1985 and the summer of 1986. This work has been discussed by Cunningham and

Thompson (1987). Results show that the pr,_totype cooling system is capable of

achieving temperatures inside the greenhouse that are 14°F below ambient, with

air velocities of 50 to 100 t_/min. Perfbrmance of the original design is
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acceptable about 80% (_t"the time. Note that on figure 74 there is an occasional

morning during which the airflow is not self-starting, and the stagnated

condition causes a temporary rise in temperature until the early afternoon when

the flow starts and the temperature drops. Data show that this occurs when the

humidity is higher and the downdraft chimney is less effective. Analysis of wind

pressure coefficients and the data has shown that a long, rectangular-shaped

intake chimney is not effective when the direction of the wind is toward the

narrow side of the tower. Future downdraft chimneys should be built square

rather than rectangular for optimum performance.

During the spring of 1987 the height of the solar chimney was raised from

15 feet to 25 feet (figure 75), in order to correct the difficulty of reverse flow

during morning hours. Now both the downdraft and updraft towers are equal in

height, causing the flow to move in the proper direction during the previously

critical times when the humidity was higher, or when the wind was impinging on
the narrow side of the tower.

Greenhouse performance data for the summer of 1987 can be found in

_ figures 76 to 79. The data show that after the solar chimney was raised, theproblem of stagnation and reverse flow that was experienced during the previous

summer did not recur. On August 3, 1987 (figure 78) the performance graph

shows that temperatures inside the greenhouse rose to 7°F above the ambient

during a time when the pump was being serviced and the pads were dry. It is

! significant t(_ note that un a clear summer day without the cooling system in

operation, temperatures inside the greenhouse do not exceed l l0°F, while

ambient temperatures were 103°F; this is due to the natural ventilation provided

by the two chimneys. A conventional greenhouse with a cooling failure would

most likely experience maximum temperatures near 140°F, which would severely
...

: damage most greenhouse crops. Natural draft cooling systems have a higher

reliability as a plant lifi_-support system, since crops in a natural draft

greenhouse are more likely to survive a power failure or a mechanical
breakdown.

Drawing A-13 (appendix) is the authors' concept of the next generation of
natural-draft-cooled greenhouses. The new design has been shortened to 75 feet

instead of 100 to give it a lower At across the greenhouse. Another difference

! in the new design is that the towers are square instead of rectangular as in our

prototype. The new design has a rigid "X" baffle that has extended wings on
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the corners to increase wind catchment area; although this could be replaced

with cloth "sail" type of barometric or gravity dampers, similar to those used in

some of the ancient middle eastern wind towers. The cloth type is hung from

the top of the tower and prevents wind from leaving the leeward side of the

tower by closing it off during windy conditions. This design should work

favorably for any of the locations mentioned in the section on economics, or any

place with similar wet and dry bulb temperatures.

RESIDENTIAL COOLING

i:: The test structure chosen for this work is a well-insulated frame building

with 1000 square feet of floor space (figures 3 and 4) and is part of ERL'S
['

• Passive Solar Village. The structure was retrofitted with a 6 ft by 6 ft by 25

feet tall downdraft evaporative cooling tower. The tower was built of 4-inch-

thick frame walls with I inch of Styrotbam* insulation on the inside. At the top

a 4-inch-thick wetted cellulose pad was used to cool the air. A plywood "X"

baffle in the top acts to catch the wind and direct it downward. Two con-
ventional 90-watt evaporative cooler pumps regulate water over the pads from a

sump at the base of the pads. Make-up water is added and regulated with a

I float valve. Vertical pads were chosen over horizontal pads primarily because of

the reduction in pumping requirements. A horizontal pad arrangement would

i require a larger pump with a sump at the base of th_ tower. Earlier considera-
tion was given to a fog/mist type of system for humidification and cooling, but

t ,

the idea was rejected due to the high pumping energy and control problems.

' The solar chimney located on the opposite end of the house is also built of

wood frame and plywood siding, but without insulation, and measures 11 ft by 4
:o"

i_:il ft by 25 ft tall. The entire roof and attic space is used as a solar collector to

assist the solar chimney. Ali of the air from the building is exhausted through

the ceiling into the attic, where it makes two passes due to a baffle down the

center of the ridge (see figure 5) before exiting through the solar chimney. See

t figures A-3 through A-5 for construction details of the downdraft tower and
solar chimney.

Performance data fbr this test structure were quite acceptable throughout

the summer of 1985. A comfort analysis on the cooling of this building was

discussed by Cunningham and Thompson (1986). The inside air temperature never

exceeded 78°F during the summer, although the outside ambient temperature rose



t

,:.:::.i_::.-.:-"!:.::"::_.:-:Fi::.::_ to ll0°F. Data ibr this structure are shown in figures 80 through 8'!
15 also shows a cool tower operating on a residence in Tucson, as I
described.

CONCLUSIONS

,.

During this program the cooling and ventilating of a build,
.

greenhouse using natural draft towers was demonstrated and data ,

relating to their perfi_rmance. Methods for designing and predict

performance of the towers, as well as cost intbrmation, have been pres_• "" _ .-- . " . .'. .

...-, .:..... ..:: .....ii..::,:::-._:.:_-:._i:i_.::i:_::_:.--_:-::_::-:.:._-:-..-:-:.:.:-: ':" this report.
• •• , .

• ...:.. ,"": :.... :-. ::, ,: The evaporatively cooled downdraft tower appears to be a relative

":::- ....-.... " . I:i cost source of cooling which has apparently been overlooked or unappreci

: • .: " the past. In addition to the cooling of buildings, the towers have been ,

t•.. " . cool wind-sheltered outdoor areas. A local restaurant plans to test th,

cooling outside dining areas. Figure 8,3 illustrates a concept under ¢onsi&

by the city of Phoenix for a civic plaza using towers over 100 feet tall.
Those readers considering the use of natural draft towers should keel

limitations in mind. As with other evaporative coolers, they consume-however, the usage can be reduced with internal gravity dampers. Iml_
location of the ventilation air outlet relative to the wind direction can res

poor or unsatisfactory tower performance. When used to cool outdoor area,_

should appreciate that the tower air velocity is feeble relative to a m

breeze; even an area well sheltered from the wind may be uncomfortable L

some conditions. However, when the system is properly designed

• . :. constructed, natural draft towers provide quiet, low-cost cooling with very
::...:::::, " i:i: :•. i:: maintenance.

... There remains considerable research to be performed. Indeed, much ,• " .. --'-- . • L*•'o ....

;::,._:,i.'.i:_i.._::::::::_:-::•:-_::[," ;:.;i_:

, ' collected during this program needs further analysis; computerized data collec

often generates more in/brmation than can be examined in a reasonable t

frame. Other publications resulting from this work can be expected in the r.

future. More research is needed to reliably predict _vind and tower/struct

I performance, possibly in a large wind tunnel. Temperatures in the protot:
greenhouse tested in this program were too high for most crops; further wor_

needed in this area. lt is possible that additional research could eliminate :

need for the recirculation pump.
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APPENDIX A

Tests to Determine the Baffle Resistance to Airflow

Folh_wing literature surveys, which failed to reveal correlations for the

pressure drop across the X-baffle used in the towers, or similar geometries,

bench-scale tests were performed with rigid, smooth, fiberboard inserts in the

tee of a 6-inch diameter, schedule 40 PVC pipe, as shown in figure A-1. The

': baffle actually extended one inch beyond the tee, into the connecting leg. Four

series of tests were per(brmed, two with flow parallel to o_.aeleg of the baffle,

i. simulating the case of wind flow diagonal to the tower face, and two with flow

into open angle of the baffle, for the case of flow perpendicular to the tower.;. -

i. In each of these geometries, airflow and pressure drop we,,'e measured for thel..

cases of a 900 turn and for 1800 through flow.

t Simulates Flow Diagonal to Tower

Simulates Flow Normal to Tower Face

.-_ ,,.o, .ee.t..el.o.e._D, Through flow-around baffle
I

I

V
90 deg turn

Figure A-1. Baffle Teat Set-up
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in correlating the data, inibrmation from Perry and Chilton (1973) was used

for contraction and enlargement losses:

2

For contraction: hp = (OVs /2gc)[2+(Vl/Vs)][ l-(Vl/Vs)]/4 (A-I)

t For enlargement: Ap = (aVs2/2gc)[1-(VlfVs)] z (A-II)

i. where Vs and V1 are the velocities in the smaller and larger conduits,

respectively. Equation A-I resulted from fitting tabular data from Perry and

i: Chilton (1973). Analysis of' the data from the 90 o turn cases indicated that the

pressure drop across the baffle could be represented as:

hp = 1.3(oVsV1/2gc) (A-III)

i Note that it' Vs = V1, the expression is identical to that for flow through a

900 square or miter ell, op.cit. This expression was used for flow across the

I baffles entering and leaving the dead leg in the through flew case, with

contraction and enlargement losses estimated as previously explained. Friction

losses were neglibdble in these tests. The expression for the pressure drop

during ilow reversal in the dead leg is:

2

hp = 7(o/2gc)(Q/A p) (A-IV)

where Q is the Volumetric airflow rate and Ap is the area of the conduit in
which flow reversal occurs. The pressure drop and flow relationships for the

.--.. two cases are"
L':

2

For the 900 turn: hp = (o/2gc)[(1.3VsV1)+(Vs-V i) ] =
2 2

t0V l /2gc){(l.3Vs/V 1)+[(Vs/V1) -II } (A-V)

Z

or K 1 = (1.3A1/As)+[(AI/As)-I] (A-VI)

if AI/A s = 2 (for-,- +) , K 1 = 3.6
4,

orif'_iAl/A s = 4(for*x), K 1 = 14.2

See flow diagram in figure A-1.
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2 2

For the flow through case: 5p = (o/2gc){(1.3VsV1)+(Vs-V1) + 7(Q/A 1) +

[(2 + V INs)(1-V 1/Vs)/4] + (1.3Vs/V 1)} (A-VII)

2

or K1 = 7+(2.6A1/As)+[(A1/As)-I] +0.25(1+2A1/As)[A1/As)-l] (A-VIII)

if Al/As = 2 (ibr -_ + .), K1 = 14.45

or, if AI/As = 4 (fi_r . x .), K1 = 33.15

Figure A-2 shows the results of these tests. The velocity is that of air in

the 6-inch line entering the tee; while the lines represent the K 1 values,..o

computed as described. Future work should include similar tests in which a

portion of the flow is diverted after a 9(}o turn while the remainder flows

through the baffle and out the rear. Wind tunnel tests should also be performed

with a geometry more nearly approximating the actual baffle-tower combination.
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APPENDIX B

Wind Flow Through Low Resistance Surfaces

Early in these studies there was considerable uncertainty regarding the

applicability of wind pressure coefficients to porous, low-resistance media, such

as evaporative cooling pads or screens. For example, in the case of Celdek-

(mrg. Munters, Fort Meyers, FL) pressure drop curves from the manufacturer's

data were fitted closely by the equation:

z

hp = Kp(pV /2gc,) where Kp = 12.87Xp (B-l)

_ where V is the superficial air velocity through a pad of Xp ft thickness, p being

the air density, while Kp is the loss coefficient. If a panel is mounted normal
to a wind stream with velocity Vw, with a pressure coefficient difference

between the front and rear of the panel of ACwp, then:

2 Z 1

Kp(pV /2g c) = hCwp(pV w /2gc), or V = (hCwp/Kp)2Vw (B-II)

Note that t_om equation B-f1, ii' Xp _- 0, then V *®, clearly an impossible
situation. For screens, ldel'chik (1960) gives:

2

K s = 1.31 l-t)+[(l/£)-l] (B-III)

where f is the fraction (_t' open area oi' the screen. If the screen is treated in

the same manner as the panel of evaporative cooling media, then
:..:.

V = (hCwp/Ks)½Vw, and a problem again arises when f* 1.
After some consideration, it appears that the pressure differential which is

'0
developed across the panel, hp, is not given by hCwp(oVwl,,g c) but rather by

t 2 z

! hp = hCwp[(oV w /2gc)-(pV /2gc)] (B-IV)

That is, the pressure differential developed depends on the velocity head of

the wind less the velocity head of the air passing through the porous media,

rather than the velocity head of the wind alone. Then equation B-II becomes:



VA/w = [_Cwp/(K +aCwc)] ½ (B-V)

where K can be either K p or Ks, depending on the surface.
This expression was tested irl a flow laboratory using four six-inch-diameter

disks: one solid, and three galvanized circular screens of mesh sizes 18 (insect

screen), 8 and 4 per inch. The screens were placed in a six-inch-diameter line

and their K values determined by measuring the pressure drop across the screen

at varying airflow rates. The disks were then mounted in a free air stream and

_ the ratio VfV w determined for three different values for Vw. There was

considerable variation in the velocity behind the disks caused by the eddies

i present, and the results were averaged. The solid disk was used to determine

i ACwp, which was found to be 1.51, very near the literature value of 1.5 given by
Newberry, et al. (1974). The results are summarized in Table B-l, and indicate

I that the correction described by equation B-V is approximately correct.
However, it is not clear how the correction sheuld be used ii" suction is applied

[ to one side of the p,,r,_us surface in addition to the wind pressure, as would
t.

occur in an operating d_Jwndraft tower.

L Table B-I

[ FLOW THROUGHSCREENSIN AN AIR STREAM

Mesh K K, calculated V/Vw VIVw, calculated

Size Experimental EquationB-III Measured EguationB-V EquationB-II

18 0.68 0.66 0.77 0.83 1.51

8 0.51 0.48 0.87 0.86 I.77

4 0,36 0.35 0.92 0.90 2.I0
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